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THE NEW EMPHASIS OF ORAL ENGLISH 

CLARENCE STRATTON 
Central High School, St. Louis, Missouri 

The practice of considering our speech as a thing distinct from 
England's, distasteful though it may be to some conservatives, is 
gaining. We hear continually of American speech; will the day 
come when we must accept the democratic majority's pronouncia- 
tion and call it "Uhmuricun"? And shall we, as one dramatic 
critic fears, from voices trained abroad hear the only beautiful 
spoken discourse ? In a land where New York has become 
"N'Yawk'; Chicago, "Chicargo"; New Orleans, "NewerLeans"; 
and Louisville, "Looahvul," anything may happen. 

Several years ago the teaching of English underwent a radical 
change in the desertion of formal rhetoric for constructive composi- 
tion. As a result of that and because of outside influences today 
a further change has become necessary-the emphasis upon speech. 
The step toward constructive written composition was a commend- 
able one; but it was soon admitted that people, not necessarily 
pupils only, speak as carelessly as they write, and, to make the 
matter much more serious, they speak a great deal more than 
they write. Progressive, open-minded educators broadened the 
course of instruction enough to include some oral training in schools 
of all levels. Recently the change has been accelerated by public 
demands. When business men assert that positions are secured 
by impressions made in interviews; when an automobile dealer 
talks seriously of having studied the psychological effects of various 
tones upon customers; when advertising clubs listen to lectures 
by teachers of public speaking and then arrange courses for their 
members; when bank employees engage a high-school principal to 
coach them in speaking; when embryo lawyers beg to be criticized 
harshly, not flattered, for their appearances in mock trials; and 
when a newspaper in a city as far away as St. Louis gives some 
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twelve inches of space in double columns on its front page to dis- 
cussions of American speech held at the last November meeting 
of the National Council in New York, there is something "in the 
air" of which we must take advantage. We are not merely guilty 
of that reprehensible act so often cast in the teeth of educators 
giving the public what it wants; we are filling a lack by giving the 
young what they need. 

We assert this, not because we desire to compete with the 
telephone companies who drill their exchange girls so long and 
carefully in the use of their voices, nor because we wish to initiate 
boys intathe intricacies of that art of making a prospective customer 
purchase something he doesn't want, an art taught under the high- 
sounding caption of 'the psychology of salesmanship," nor because 
we want to fit managers of business departments to dictate better 
letters and reports into the ears of machine-like typists or down 
the horns of much more accurate mechanical dictagraphs; we 
assert this because we heartily believe that for all purposes in life, 
business and social, widespread and restricted, a mastery of speech 
is to the greatest number of people the most important result any 
system of education can aim to produce A great many people 
write; yes, but everybody has to speak, and upon the ability to 
present matters orally will depend the greatest influences in most 
lives. Foreign elements and traditions, inherited and localized 
peculiarities, add more support to our contention that more 
emphasis be laid upon speech-training. 

The teachers are supposedly developing the best speakers; so 
logically they should set all the standards and know all the changes 
and progressions. The best educated classes should be produced 
by educators who themselves are signal illustrations of the product 
they are aiming to perpetuate. The Middle and Far West may be 
politically able to elect a president, but frankly I do hope that it 
will not be possible for this same geographical district to force or 
foist upon Americans all its localisms. Do we really want all men 
and women to say "dawg'; to pronounce the r in "August"; to 
roll out the flat a in "variation," "fairy," "water," "father'; to 
declare, "You look like you feel sick" ? Just as T finish this I 
wonder whether I should like much more the New England " idear " 
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of language "lawr," or the "cute' southern drawl of "Ah shooly 
dew feel mighty wahm today." 

You will notice, I hope, that I just now said, "The teachers are 
supposedly developing the best speakers." I mean this, especially 
the " supposedly." The future, the immediate future, should 
remove that word. The teachers should develop the best speakers. 
Training in speech, call it what you will-oral composition, platform 
work, declamation, public speaking-should be a regular and 
prescribed part of the English course of every educational institu- 
tion in America. It should be regular. It should be taught by 
the regular teachers of English, not intrusted to an extra helper 
from the outside. It is an integral part of training in English; 
it is not extra-curriculum. It should have no extraordinary aspect 
about it, save its astonishing results. If an objection be made that 
the usual members of an English department are not fitted to do 
such work, you must not expect me to say all I think about such a 
fact and let me oS with the mere retort, "If they are not fitted to 
give training in speech, they should be." 

When we teachers of English used to be told that in order to 
teach composition well we should ourselves be able to write and 
write well, we could easily retort, "Not at all; we have no desire 
to be known as authors; we shall continue to teach short-story 
writing, although we could ne+rer write a tale which the editor of 
any magazine would accept and publish; there is absolutely no 
need of our doing the thing we pretend to teach." But now when 
we are told that to induce our pupils to speak well we should 
ourselves be able to show just what we consider desirable, there is 
no one of us who dare retort, "Not at all; I have no desire to be 
known as a speaker of good English. I shall continue to teach 
reading, poetry, speaking, dramatics, although I can never produce 
a remark or deliver a speech which anyone will listen to and 
remember.' 

In the second place, training in speech should be prescribed. 
It should not be an elective left to the whims of pupils to be included 
to make up a certain total of credits, or chosen because someone 
else happened to go in for it, or sought by those who do this kind 
of thing easily and therefore get along with too little eSort, while 
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the awkward, the unready, the hesitant, who need it most of all, 
never derive any betterment from it. We have heard a great 
deal in education about aiding the pupil to do best what he naturally 
does most easily; let us nonv stress somewhat the principle of 
helping the pupil to learn to do the thing he cannot do easily. Let 
us strengthen e+rer so little his will, let us broaden, if by so small an 
angle, his attempts, if not his abilities. Regular and prescribed, 
then, let speech-training be. 

I know of the pleas made for the nervous, the unready, the slow, 
the stutterers. I even know of the London training group where 
the speaker may begin to deliver his remarks from a darkened stage 
into a darkened auditorium in which the light is gradually increased 
until he can distinguish his audience. I know it's a terrible inflic- 
tion to make stutterers speak, especially terrible to the listeners. 
On the other hand, a great many lazy adolescents can be cured of 
chronic nervousness by a shock administered by some hard-hearted, 
strict teacher who believes no more in coddling some youngsters 
than truthful physicians believe in pampering overcareful invalids. 
The few pathological cases need no more be considered by us than 
are the few physically unfit when gymnastic courses are introduced 
into schools. 

There is such widespread hearty support to the position I have 
thus meagerly outlined that I should like to reiterate it: Training 
in speech should be a regular and prescribed part of the English 
course of every educational institution in America. 

Just what should be included in a curriculum to induce better 
speech in pupils every faculty will have to decide for itself. In a 
general way only I should like to be allowed to suggest a few ideas 
not based on mere theory. 

First, then, in time, if not in importance, I should place memori- 
zation of both prose and verse. Iconoclasts to the contrary not- 
withstanding, there are some great passages of literature that 
nearly every one should have committed and delivered at some 
time in his life. They are the commonplaces of knowledge, and 
because they are places common to all our minds they oSer delight- 
ful chances for general meetings in allusion and reference; they 
give the opportunity for the ready and genial response in speech 
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and reading. They help to store the memory with available 
material for comparison and illustration, and although they may 
get to be grim grinds for the poor teacher, recall that they furnish 
drill for strengthening the memory not a negligible assistance in 
any walk of life from hotel clerk to Speaker of the House of Repre- 
sentatives. 

Naturally, mere memorizing and drill in delivery are not enough 
in such exercises. The repeated selections should serve as material 
for criticism, comment, discussion of all kinds. Memory exercises 
can be too easily disposed of with no thought at all. A second-year 
high-school pupil declared he had never known that poetry really 
meant anything. The teacher of English who doesn't endeavor 
to correct that impression had better be teaching-well, type- 
writing. As every lover of literature knows, memorized selections 
are excellent foundations upon which to base and build a critical 
appreciation. The pupil himself apprehends their value to him 
in concreteness, in accuracy, in possibility of accomplishmentX in 
tangible standards, in apparent improvement. 

Analogous to this is the practice of having the pupil memorize 
and deliver his own composition. As a device for uniting composi- 
tion and oral practice, this may have some merits, but my own 
experience with it has not been productive of as good results as I 
had wanted to secure. Pupils read their own compositions better 
than they recite them. There seems to be an evaporation of any 
enthusiasm and spontaneity between writing and speaking; the 
freshness is worn off, the paper has become trite and ordinary to 
its author, association has dulled approval, and familiarity has 
unfortunately, though justly, bred contempt. There is the same 
difference between this kind of presentation and spontaneous 
speaking as between reading and conversation. You know how 
a person's tone and manner change when he passes from telling 
you about some article in the newspaper to reading a selection from 
it. It takes some dramatic power to inject life and naturalness 
into the delivery of a written paper, and this kind of dramatic 
attempt is so likely to be unnatural and uncomfortable to a youth 
that I prefer the halting results of simultaneous thinking to the 
fiIiished artificiality of memorized dulness. 
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Perhaps this can be obviated by the element of opposition pro- 
vided by debating. Yet here also the carefully prepared speech 
never articulates with anything except the preceding speech of the 
same side; the immediately preceding speech is often not even 
touched, and though such performances may carry prejudiced audi- 
ences and ignorant judges, they do not constitute real debating. 
They do not meet the issues squarely; they do not instil habits 
of quick and accurate thinking and skill in adapting one's self to 
circumstances. 

Except for those passages composed by great literary masters 
in prose and verse, where the form has made the thought lasting, I 

believe there is some better method than memorizing. This brings 
me to the third general kind of training that any such course should 
include. 

This is talking from notes or an outline. Somewhere-I wish 
I could recall the book so that I could warn you against it- I read 
this advice, "Never insult your audience by referring to notes. 
Memorize your address, or frankly read it all." 

The habit of some of the most effective speakers contradicts 
this direction. Even if every public speaker did dispense with all 
aids to accuracy, to including all he wants to include, to comparing 
the flight of time and the progress of his material, pupils should still 
be allowed to use them, for they are merely speakers in the making. 
Even in practical life this manipulation of the framework of dis- 
course will save time and effort for business man and clergyman, 
while the lawyer who cannot talk from his typed or printed brief, 
or the suggested brief of his case, is at least not much of a lawyer. 

These three already listed- memorization of passages worth 
memorizing, repeating of one's own composition, speaking from 
notes and outlines- are but stepping-stones to higher things. No 
teacher who is interested in this phase of English training- and, if 
we read the signs aright, we shall all be interested to the extent of 
trying to do it soon- will be satisfied until he has induced his 
pupils to think as they speak. 

This is the only oral composition worth being called by the 
name. In producing this ability, in stimulating this power in 
awakenlng this latent accomplishment, we shall have done the 
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best thing permitted us. Unless the pupil becomes a great author, 
who will read what he writes ? No great number, unless he develop 
advertising writing. He will write letters, we are reminded; but, 
frankly now, does he usually compose letters because someone 
cares to receive the letters or because someone cares to hear about 
him? As an instrument of information and compliment a night 
letter by wire or a long-distance telephone chat is infinitely better. 
But everybody has to listen to talk every day. When you don't 
have to listen, you are tortured by the worse fate of overhearing. 
Of what real value is any knowledge unless it can be communicated ? 
A man may have locked within himself enough history and political 
science to explain the situation in which our nation now is, but of 
what value is that knowledge, what satisfaction can it be to its 
possessor, unless he generously or proudly communicates it to the 
rest of us poor benighted fellow-citizens and, more than that, 
communicates it so interestingly and forcefully that we accept 
it as true ? 

Am I stating the claim extravagantly when I say that in this 
aspect of our teaching all education and all training are focused ? 
Is there any phase of life, business, professional or social, that 
minimizes spoken communication ? 

I have said that the phases included and the methods employed 
by any one school must be largely determined by individual 
faculties cognizant of local conditions, but there are certain circum- 
stances surrounding this work that all of us teachers of English 
should combat continuously. 

A teacher of dramatics in a book published a few years ago 
blamed teachers in schools for spoiling the quality and tone of 
American voices by forcing little children to speak "out loud" in 
order to make themselves heard and understood. There is some 
element of danger in such a practice, as you will admit if you happen 
to know a family in which one of the parents is deaf. The other 
members are likely to produce always a piercing, sharp, incisive 
tone, easily heard and understood, to be sure, but as harsh as a 
grating file. The teacher of mathematics whose raucous tones 
march firmly out of his room and through all the corridors is not 
lightening our task at all. The irritable woman teacher not only 
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makes an exhibition of herself when she screeches; she spoils her 
own voice and sets a horrible example to the young. The instructor 
who depends for intelligibility on mere loudness is not helping the 
cause of good speech much. The pedagogue who uses, as we all are 
so likely to, the reiterated commonplaces of the daily routine is 
merely repeating what Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch calls "jargon." 
For " no two men (unless they talk jargon) express the same thought 
in the same way." For a delightful amplification of this theme I 
recommend to you a chapter in his volume, The Art of Writing. 
There are more murderers of the King's English than were depicted 
in The Poor Little Rich Girl. 

Almost everyone is guilty of some oSenses against good speech 
and its production, but there are some acts which I should be 
disposed to designate as crimes. Our craze for organization in 
America is so unrestrained that wherever three men are gathered 
together one becomes president; the second, vice-president; and 
the third, secretary and treasurer. So it is only natural that the 
enthusiasm at school games, instead of being an overflow of power- 
ful emotion is a rigidly organized and strictly timed exhibition 
carefully prepared beforehand by collecting all the boys for rehear- 
sals. No one would dare butt his head against this wall of athletic 
solidarity. But I believe a crime is committed against refined 
speech and beautiful voices when the girls of a large school are 
herded together and required to practice shouting and shrieking 
school yells. 

The word is a hyperbole, of course, but aren't some of the rooms 
and auditoriums of the schools the country over really crimes ? 
When an architect who knows little about designing theaters 
undertakes to plan an audience hall with a stage without consulting 
someone who can tell him what to do as well as what not to do, 
isn't he really loading upon the teachers of English care and vexa- 
tions and robbing them of valuable time while they drill speakers 
and produce plays in his badly adapted surroundings ? From the 
number of sounding-board shells upon platforms one might think 
that American schools housed as much music as German gardens. 
From balconies that afl ord no direct view of the stage or the speaker 
upon it one might infer that a balcony seat was never to be occupied. 
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Every time a school is built among noisy surroundings a crime is 
committed against the good speech of every person in it. A som- 
munity's pride may be tickled by having a splendid structure on a 
main thoroughfare) to point it out as a show place, but the hin- 
drances put upon the use of good speech by that initial mistake of a 
wrong site are legion at the beginning, and as the years pass they 
grow in number and magnitude. 

By our example, by our influenceX by our protests, we must 
counteract all these retarding influences and a score of others. 
Fortunately all is not so foreboding as rmght be inferred. No one 
will deny the correctness of our proposition or the desirability of 
carrying it into eflect. Nor are the means so difficult to find if 
there be initiative in the department of English, co-operation among 
its members, and understanding between them on one side and all 
the other departments of the school on the other. 
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